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	T

	wenty-seven years ago when Black Firsts broke virgin ground, the pref-

	ace described the struggle encountered in documenting the lives of first

	black achievers. So often we speak of the rich and deep history of African

	Americans and note the anxiety that frequently comes with knowing that

	something important needs to be done with that information. Then the time

	comes when someone demonstrates that not only did it need to be done

	but that it was, in fact, successfully undertaken. This led to the inaugural

	edition of Black Firsts.





	To accomplish our task, I remembered the story of fishermen at sea

	who wanted to bring in a big haul; to be successful, they cast their nets widely

	and brought in an enormous catch that included more than they anticipated

	or predicted. Such was the case with that first edition. Thus, the subtitle,

	“2,000 Years of Extraordinary Achievement,” seemed appropriate and was

	added. Some of the results demonstrated that many pioneers scarcely knew

	that they were successes, much less realized the importance of their work to

	black American history and culture, as well as to the entire world.





	The research also revealed conscious fabrications of some events. Ref-

	erence sources led me to question what was reported because of the inaccu-

	racies and incompleteness of so-called scholarship that was all that I had to

	go on. For example, a missing date for a presumed first could not persuade

	me that the event or person was the first. Yet, when I could document that the

	event occurred previously on a specific date and in a different place, I felt

	comfortable enough to call that a first. As I recorded what some called a first,

	at times it was necessary to conclude that this was the first documented hap-

	pening, or the first in 100 years, but perhaps not the first technically. What-

	ever the results, I knew then, and remembered, that I reported the actual first,

	and concluded that the work of our people has been extraordinary. There are

	times when I repeat that clarification in the current edition of this book.
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iPod: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Apple's iPod still has the world hooked on portable music, pictures, videos, movies, and more, but one thing it doesn't have is a manual that helps you can get the most out this amazing device. That's where this book comes in. Get the complete scoop on the latest line of iPods and the latest version of iTunes with the...
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Financial Engineering with Finite Elements (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The pricing of derivative instruments has always been a highly complex and time-consuming activity. Advances in technology, however, have enabled much quicker and more accurate pricing through mathematical rather than analytical models. In this book, the author bridges the divide between finance and mathematics by applying this proven mathematical...
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Wardriving & Wireless Penetration TestingSyngress Publishing, 2007
Wireless networking has become standard in many business and government networks. This book is the first book that focuses on the methods used by professionals to perform WarDriving and wireless pentration testing.

Unlike other wireless networking and security books that have been published in recent years, this book is geared primarily...
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New Perspectives on HTML and XHTML: Comprehensive (New Perspectives (Course Technology Paperback))Course Technology PTR, 2008

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that the
	World Wide Web has to offer.


	Our goal in developing the New Perspectives Series was to create books that give students
	the software concepts...
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Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review 2015 Study Guide (January): Auditing and Attestation (Wiley Cpa Exam Review)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	"I wanted to say I bought just the four books by Wiley for each CPA section and took all 4 parts of the exam in May 2009. I studied for about half a year, and I PASSED ALL 4 PARTS ON THE FIRST TRY!!! 95% REG, 88% FAR, 82% AUD, 81% BEC. I am very excited and happy that these books alone helped me pass!"

	—Gabriela...
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User Interface Design: A Software Engineering PerspectiveAddison Wesley, 2005
When you design the user interface to a computer system, you decide which screens the system will show, what exactly will be in each screen and how it will look. You also decide what the user can click on and what happens when he does so, plus all the other details of the user interface. It is the designer’s responsibility that the system has...
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